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APPLICATION OP THE :T!!EORYOP	 EE JETS* 
..........By.4	 Bet	 and E. Pet	 sohn	 :... 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Tie theory of flow of free jets goes back -to Helm-
holt*andIIrchliOff0*** " The fundameiitai ia.i't1e'.:::. 
dead. jer'at'a bbdy ç 'wh	 in 'the 'thby	 s'hi.... 
edly perfec'ir StLll	 v1iereas the fli.id outs..d€- &f ta 
dead. wr s iii 5otenbial motiu.	 A tne oo1dfj o±' t.io
two zones, de.d. eater and potential flow, to veocity v -
ries irregilar1y (area of d.cont'nuity) 	 £.e dead rater 
beihg at	 et", the pros 'e'thin'.tsen'tir' zone"cmst
)e constant,.lience also at the bcunda:.y of tii ptoniial 
"flOw. :	 p1i 'd	 tie tt%,'t'sigh1.f4t	 the ':1oc-
ity &loig the free bondary ust .o c tc't (er1oa.UiIs 
equatio n ) , Now ti.e borndarr conditions fox tie )otential 
flow ae
1) Velocity at infinity given, 
2) ' Normal component on the urfac'e of the' Uod.y 
equal zero;	 .	 .	 .	 . . . .	 ' S 
• . 3) Velocity along the free bouidary 'cOnstant. 
Such p roblems ar ' 'Colvable le'.'st fo planar florrs 
and have 'bean '±eated. quite fx'quo'iT .tly.*** But the whole 
theory of the so-called fro 'jet' has come 'sorio.sly into. 
disrepute or tho very, reason that tlio results are not 
wholly in accord. with practice.	 T6 i.1lstrat': :' T'i1 .o thoo-
ry ascribes to :tho vertical "elate, ákctchod in F .iuro 1,. 
a drag coeffcieat c = 2 U	 0.88, w1iilo i' rolt 
*IAnwnauqg der Theorie der freien Stra:le.tI IngerleDr-
Arcaiv, May 1931, pp. 190-211. 
• .**H.1m}ol, H. v.:
	
W•isseisch. • Abh., Vol. I,p. 146,: 
_L, ipzig,	 .	 "	 S.	 '••	 . 
***K1cIf, G	 Ges, Abh , Po 416, Lelpzl?, 1382. 
***Compare Eand.b. d. PhysiL, Vol. Vii, p o7ff.
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it is about 2.0. The •drag coefficient is defined by the 
relation
W	 F: v, 
where	 = drag Ui' area F, 'P	 fluid density and. v 0 = 
velocity at infinity). The discrepancy between theory and 
practice is duo to the fact that the areas separating the 
dead water from the potential flow are not stable, they 
dissolve into eddies and set up an .ntensè mingling, motion 
between the two zoned The result is that th.e potential 
flowimpresses shearing forces onhe dead water zone, 
thi.s creating a negative pressure in the space behind the. 
plate..; which increses the da'g 	 Besides, the velocIty 
in the dead water zone ceass to be zero, and even the 
form of the pot.ential flow itself is materially altered 
owing to the other boundary conditions, particularly in.. 
its further course at some distance away from the bod.y 
• . On the other hand, ther are cases 
esses have no appreciable effect on the 
esDecially imDortant sphere in which tb 
jet is applicable; is the discharge of 
virtue of the great density difference 
the effect of the contiguous air on the
wherein these proc 
final results. An 
e theory of th free 
water in air. By 
of the two mediums 
flow of water is 
very small. The conditions are analogous to cavitation 
wherein the water flow borders on the empty spaces of the 
cavitation zone replete with vapor and air. Because of 
the ever-increasing importance of cavitation with our 
high-speed turbines, pumps and ship screws, we choose as 
the subject ofour re p ort the flow through screen-like 
arrangements with free jet boundaries which in.a certain 
measure represent simplified, types of the above-mentioned 
machi'nes	 (Pigs. 3; 8, and io) 	 . 
Asid 'from that 1 'we wish to.solve the problem as tb 
what extent the results of the tieory of free jets are 
qualified to renir the actual processes of'discharge of 
air in air or of water in water without avi'tation	 The 
break.-up'of the discontinuity layer into eddies occurs 
aft.er all, only gradually, and actually results in free 
jet bo.xndaries at' the instance of' separation from the body. 
So, when the flow,aft of the body ap-proches asymptotic 
all'	 steady state, 'i.e.,' as in Pigur 2, this final at-
titude ,nay already have been atained by appropriate meas-
urement before the iterferences d'de to instability of the 
jet boundaries and the interdependent mingling processes
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make themselves conspicuous. It is to be expected in 
such cases that the formation of the areas. of discontinu-., 
ity follows, according to the theory, without, the subthe-
quent mingling effecting any marked.change. These propi-
tious circumstances are as a rule encountered when the 
areas of quiescent fluid are large compared with those of 
the potential flow. And the very conditions prevail for 
the flow through the, above-mentioxQd., cree. 	 (Figs. 3,.. 
8., and iO,)'. .'As long.as. the slot's : ar 'e.vey narrow with re-
spect to the screen bars, a close accord between theory 
aid practice may be expected. 
But when the slots are consistently widened and so 
make' the stationary ars:'narrów relativ' to the openings, 
the process with screen, according to Figure 3, for in-
stance,. manifests a .stea4y approach toward that shpwn in 
Figu.re 1, where the ?.d3acent bars are so far removed- in 
proportion as to become negligible. Ere the inadequacy 
of the tieory is generally conceded, an the qtiestion 
risos as to how wide trio slots can be made without bring-
i-ig about appreciably erroneous theoretical values, and. 
what other circumstances are involved. To answer this 
question, we compared. a portion of the results arrived at 
according to the .theor r.. of free, jets ith correspon.ing' 
experiments. 
For the theoretical treatment we made ise of prndts 
hodogr.aph method. This 'mètho,.,is' quit,e familiar 'to stu-
dents of Prandtl, as. weli as to a limited circle of other 
professional men, but, has never been, fully des,cribed* 'g 
far as we know, and Is . therefore little known ' elsewhere. 
Hence .a more dptailed account may .not be amiss. Compared 
to the other conventional methods, the hbdOgrah l 's clear-
er and for that reason more 'convenient for the engineer, 
because it avoids many abstruse intermediate transforma-
tions.	 '!oreovor, in view of the practical importance of 
cavitation phenomena, an explanatio.n of the method from 
the engineer's point of view seems justified. 
'The f10 can e express'éd.by t'bec.o'rnplex potential 
fuñctiô''	 0	 •,	 . 0	 ' 	 ' o	 .•. '	 - , '
	
0,	 , 	 , 
' O •	 ,.	 ( 1) 
*Brief ecerpts may be found in tne article 'I Fluid. iot1on,u 
ia HandwoIterbuci der1'Tat,urwi.ssnschaften, Vol. IV,. p.110, 
Jena, l9l3 a,;well.-as in der Hutte, 25thedition,.Vól.. I, 
p .	 347,	 :'	 ,	 ':	 '	 .,	 '	 '.	 '.	 ',
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subj ect t6 th& complex coordinate 
•	 .	 .	 ....	
•'	 1	 y	 - 
as	 •	 - :.:	 .-.=	 ( z.)	 1.	 ••	 (3) 
(where	 .= flow óeial, .	 = stream function, x and

y. ..cobrdinates in th planeof the flow). 7ibh u and v 
as velocity component in direction of axis x andy, i-c--
spectively, inpOint
	 , we have
(4) 
This, however, is an analytical function of z, ue-
cause .	 is one. 3 wheii we plot. ma new, representa-
tion, plane w, a pint w	 u - I v for each point' z 
of Diane z, the lines of plane z become ines of plane 
w and are conformal to Oneanother because of the aa-. 
lytical character of theàonformal function, . To illu 
ti-ate,, when we transfer .a? set' of stream and potential 
lines ( = coxstant;	 ' constant) of plane z (plane of 
flow) in this manner to 1lan w, . the result is a coiifor-
ma]. transformation of It. This special transformation by 
means of velocity vector vT is called hodograpb. !I * By 
conformal re p resentation, however, a potont.ial flow in-
variably changes into a p oteitia1 flow aain, as a result 
of which the group of lines obtained in plane w, ry 
themselves be' looked upon as stream and potential lino:s 
of a new flow. Now, if we succeed in grasDing this new 
flow theoretically, that is, define 	 as function of 
*The velocity vector of the flow is yr t = u + iv, hence 
w is the con'juated-ve1ocity vectoi, •or'in other words, 
w is the reflection or image of w t on axis x. The 
transformation of the flow by its velocity field w = u ± 
iv as well as its reflection by w = ii - Iv is called 
hodogrph. In the interest .of	 precise manner of exres--
sion, it would., of course, be ex p edient to confine the term 
uhdográphhI to th first repre.s.entation (WI) and. to call 
tile other (w) the I!reflected. iodograph."
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w,* the sol.uti.on''f'br plane z, 	 that
sured., According 't.o equ'at'ioñ (4)
:	
. (5) 
from *hch' follows.	 ........... .	 . .	 .. . 
,	
-.1	 ..........	
':	
(6) 
Kno.wing	 as function.,of- w arid, thereby : w as' 
fuaction:of	 the integral maybe, carried through, so 
that,	 '": :	 .	 .	 .	 '.	 : 
	
..	 ..	 ,.	
)	 ...	 ,:.'• ...':..	 ( 7) 
and. vice versa,
	 c1 =	 (z)	 (8) 
*.The •c'Our.seo±' flow iS,: af'terall, qualitatively known . as. 
a rule. He:nce the :.od:ograph and. the hap.e of the stream-
''Lines' can .be readily,ploted in it by estimating theve-
loity for a suitable sequence of points on o'n stream-
line and then plot i.t f'om one , pointS on (the .
 origin of 
the coordinates, of • the . ..odograp.h) . The pertinent end. 
po4'nts' fox one and the same streamline of these velocity 
vectors are thenconnected. and. represent the correspond.-
in streamline of the hod.ograph, The latter displays cer-
tain singular. spots (mostly sources and. sinks) which then 
serve for more exact,definition of the flow in the hodo-
graph. The frequency of the following cases is noteworthy: 
If. the, flow in the plane of flow at infinity changes into 
a parallel flow, the velocity for all streamlines there 
is of equal magnitude and unidirectional. In the hod.ograph 
he equ.valent of at infinityu is one single point into 
which all streamlines empty (source or sink). In the 
stagnation points of the.plano of flow the velocity is 
zero. The corresponding point in the hodograph lies in 
the zero point. As branching' point of the streamlines in 
the.p.lane of flow it generally becomes branching point in 
the hodograph also, and likewise stagnation point'. 
I
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2. THE FLAT SCREEN MOUNTED .PRPEDICULAR TO. THE FLOW 
ACCORDING T0 THTHEORY*	 .. 
Our examination may be confined to one strip of width 
a, because the flow p attern always repeats itself for each 
one of such strips. Besides, it is immaterial how we se-
lect the boundaries of the : strip. I,f our choice falls on 
two ac1jaent streamlines passing through the stagnation 
point, as in Figure 3, the result illbe as portrayed in 
Figure 2. In the following, we let the lines AD3. and 
A4 D	 represent the boundaries of the considered zone 
The pertinent flow in plane w, which resembles the 
flow in Figure 3, that is, the hodograph reflected in ax-
is x, has the appearance Of that of.Figure 4. The heavy 
lines correspond. to the heavily drawn (see fig. 3), rigid 
boundaries of Figure 3. The letters in Figures 3 and 4 
designate corresponding p oints. P 0 ints coinciding in plane 
• are differentiated .. in the plan. e of the flow by arrows, 
Ve begin at point. A 1 , which is situated at infixiity where 
velocity v
	
parallel to direction :x -prevails..... Corre-
sondingly, polilt A in plane 	 lies on axis x at 
distance	 from the zero point. Proceeding in the plane 
o± the flov (fig. 3) along the . straight streamline A.13, 
the ve].ocity retainé its direction, whereas its magnitude 
decreases and drops to zero in point B. Accordingly, we 
obtain in plane w a straight line from point A to the 
zero. point. The latter coincides with point- B,.. where. the 
flow splits up. We first folloi the upper branch B C1.. 
T.Jie •velOcity increases along the boundary area B C 1 . and 
becomes v2 by the t.me it reaches the end of the. area 
and is perpendicularly uward (positive imaginary direc-
tion), Conformably, we have in plane w a downward in-
clined traight line from zero point (B). (negative im-
agi.nary d.irection), because w	 - I v (reflection of ve-
locity vector on axis x) up to point C 1 at distance v2 
from the zeio point. Here is the beginning of the free 
jot boundary C1 D1 (in the plane of the flow), whereve-
locity v2 remain constant in manitud.e but varies.in 
direction by grathtaily changing from vertical into hori-
zontal, The equivalent to this in plane w is a circu-
lar arc (constant distance from zero point), extending 
*Solyeci by R, v, Mises, V,D.I., Vol. 61, 1917, p.. 447. 
Treated here merely as particularly simple example for in-
troducing the hodograph method, so as.to make subsequent 
more complicated problems easier to solve.
	..iT..A : chnielñàrai'1d.ur11 . i T o . .	 .	 .	 7. 
from oiit C1 'to	 hit	 x:.:J uadrnt), The. 
boind,ing tréáthli•iie A 3D3 f' the . plane.Of tht	 ow:becQrès 
the . tráhtiifl'AD haip]2än	 •tieotier.. 
braixci ABCD : iiiti e , äñieiánfier,	 in Diane :7..
tAe reflected. co-nteuD of the oie just xplained,iid ootn. 
toéther . fdrth :	 ëniirIe.* Ailothér.teaali.ne .witii-.
in this: bóundáry in theplanë of thb flow, •begin iti piano 
VT in polnt A	 bécâuá11have the sathe eiocit3r v1 
at iii±initThéya1lterrninatein p]aie• w in Otie ôom-
mon poiit	 becauàe théte±'minal velô1ty 	 is the
same ror all streamlines of the plane of te flow. 
In addition, since component x of the velocity ne-
er becomes negatiè and. th& bsolteluo f the veloc-
ity iever exceeds v2 , the streamlines in plaie w are 
all within tlié describédiithis; a±id for sthuch as no 
unsteadyvélócitychariges occuri theplatie .of.the flow 
the stromliñes o1ianeW likeWIèfill he ilotted. 
space completely. The.floinpIa 	 W	 s nwo cha.
actoried (boundary dbditioii), . that all sroaL1lines be-
gin in poit A (sducë).	 tid inpoint . . D (sink), .and:
fills the proscribed pae. oundedy a seinicircio aiida 
diameter,	 ..... ..	 .	
..	 -:	 .	 ..	 ....... 
ithaI it is provisionally undecided. es rot how 
large the ratio v1 /v2 , • tho intial totho terminal y e-
locity, is, and by it, horo p oint A (source) lies on 
BD in plano w. Obviov-sly, this ratio is d000ndont upon 
the relative width of the slot 	 If the slot is as wide
as the spacing, so that the plates become infinitely nar-
row, the f],owcontinues.without. hindrancQ; i. is v2 -
On the other hand, if the slot is. very narro*, the free 
jet likewise becomes very narrow. compared .o the oncoming 
fluid flow, wnici has tne wn.ole width of t1ie socin at 
its disp osal. Accordingly, v< .v, hence 
Th.s interdependence between slot.width and v17v2 is not 
readily amenable to definition in a quantitative sense, 
and so it becomes an1mpo'tt part of this problem to c1.e-
termine this relationship. Since we find the procêsso 
in the plane of the flow from is image in te odora:o:a 
*The selection of any two other congruent lines at dis-
cañce a: f±th no äóthèrinsteadof thetr.aihtbounda-
ry lines AaD3 and A4 B4 would result in plane W, in 
two curves in place of the two coinciding straights AD; 
but they likewise coincide because of the congruent shaDe 
of the two boundaries of the plane of flow, so that the two 
zones again yielda complete semicircle.
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by integration (equation (6)), we expediently continue in 
the same fashion by first assuming point ,
 A arbitrarily 
inpine' w (that is, v 1 /v 2 ), and. thendefinthére-
from the slot width by integratiou abased. upon equation 
(6), Tne result is, tne slot width in function of 
End, through it, of course, also the reverse connection. 
The absolute magnitude of these velocities is of no sig-
nificance, because a propOtioiáte enlargement of ll ve-
locities does not alter the form of thestreamlines.' We' 
maythorefore, put velocity v2 1. wiiich; moreover, has 
the ' advntago that the liiiiiting circle in iaio w be-
cbmes precisely the unit circle. Likewis, we may, with-
out detracting from the gejicrality, sOt' the spacing a in 
the plane of the flow = 1. Now the yield of the source 
in point A of plane w is E = 
The flow in plane w, source and sink, within a sem-
icircle are readily treated: First we complete the sem-
icircle to a ull circle by reflection on áxis' 'y' and 
furthi on, by reflection of the inside on ,the ,pOriphery 
to the indefinitei extended plaie. The result is the 
flow, shown in Figure 5, cle'trly defined bj four sources 
and. two iiks and the premises Of zero at indefinite ve-
locity. Each of the four sources has a yield v 1 and. 
lies in the points +v1 , -v1 , + L and - -i--. Eaôh of the V1	 v1 
two sinks has •the yiold -2 v 1	 (by' . iefloction on' the cir-

cle to original yield is doubled) and' lies in ptints +1 
and -1, respectively. The complexpotential of a source 
(sink) in point z0 and with a yield E ib in E point z 
=	 ln(z - z 0 )	 "'	 ( 9) 
We are primarily interested in the conditions on 
0 0 3 from which the length of this planes C c 	 in the 
plane of the flow must now be derived, Our four sources 
(E = v,) and two sinks (E
	 - 2 v1 ) reveal for a poi:nt
Of this space at distance r from the'zero point, that 
is, for a point z = i r, 
=	 [ln(ir	 v,) + ln(ir + v 1 ) + in (ir - 
2w	 V11 
•+ in ( ir ±
	
- .2 ln(ir - 1) - 2 ].n(ir + 1)] , 	 (10) 
0
Now, when we resolve the individual logarithmic terms
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:exap1,..: 1n /r2+ 2)	 ri6eal 
par.t .s. :for. exapl.e,	 ar..t.an	
-. , .	 the imag-
inary. parts. exact1.yanni.]. :.oiie ; other.owing to,;he.syrnmet.-
rical position of point. 1	 (naxis.:y.).to.,he sources :•. 
and. sinks. Only the real parts remain. So, instead, of 
t1ie:.comp1ex..quantitie$, :
	
.wid.. of.:equat,ion"(6), we 
can ' simply figure with the real qiantities 	 , r and y. 
Itis...	 . ..-.	 .................. .,-:. 
	
=CP=--1n (2 +2)	 2	 (ll 
	
.. .........
	
Yi. 
and.	
...
2r I	 +	 1	 - -	 . 
ar	 2ir	 1[r2;+ y2	 ...2.+	 . r2 +: ij 
- :.	 ... 	 V1:.	 -.	 . 
iq ow,. accord.ingto (6),..we obtain.for a point. ir on 
pJHne w, a c.oireponding point iy on plene of the flow 
= j i	 dr = -	 r[ +	
-
r2+l] dr, + v12	 r2	 1 
= L arc tan !- +V arc tan v r -2 arc 1 tan r	 (13) ir. y 1 vi .	 ,. - 
Tie whole distaace	 0 1 C 2 = b (width of plate) is obtained. 
oy integration in plane	 w from	 C 1	 to	 C 2 , that	 is, 
from r = - 1.	 to	 r = + 1. It affords 
f ác taii + v	 _ 
.V	 :	 V1 1 .;. -	 .	 .	
.. 
.	
.
.2 .	 . 
.......L"	 arc :.tan. v1 ±(i-	 v.)..... 
...	 Vi):..
:H	 .:..	 .... ... 
For simplification we put a = 1	 and	 v2 1	 Th 
get ,rid. of.this .st.adard.izatin we: now replace b	 by	 . 
and. v 1 by	 .,	 so	 that . a V2 
= 1 -	 - arc tan YL (14) 
s .V2)	 I	 .	 Y2
10	 A CA	 ri'èàl	 raiduin. o.. •67 
• TM	 o*: in	 gire: 12 (curei	 900) 
To rrive at force V impressed on each plate strip 
the knowledge of tne .nitiai znd the terminal velocity 
suffices, For,, acaordng to the niomentum theory 
T : p	 ::yPv1	 p.2 a- P v 1..v2 . a, .	 (15) 
where p1 and. p, denote the pressure remotely foie' 
d aftof the scr-.e.en, 3eraou1li's equation reads 
P1	 p2 =	 (v22 - V2) = - 722 
H -	
(is) 
iseauerxtly,.................- ..............•.- .::..... 	 .-.	 ...:. 
w=aav2 [-
2 2	
,	 2 1	 v2	 / - 
= a	 2	 + (!\ -. 2!l=:aav2 [ •
	
. 
	
L	 L 
	
A diiiei ionrs rei;tan.ce coe:ffici ent CW	 - 
eci hererom, becomes	 .	 v22 b 
r	 2	 2 
=	
- (
	 . ...	 .	
(18) 
with relation (equation.(14)). between	 and.	 This 
ialso shown in Figu'e .l8 .: (aY 90°,	 = 0) where; how-
ever, the more general c. isued instead . o	 c.ç. In 
the limiting case of	 ------1, that is, for one single 
Plate in an infinitely wide flow ., equaton .(18) reveals 
Kirchhoff's resistanc coefficient cw •=. .2 •u 
To cain an estimate 6f the raidity with .vhich the 
free jets leave the slots and approach their asymptotic 
termia1 attitude, we examine the curves, of t'io free jet 
limit itself. Its co'i.riterpart ia J1Fne w is trio circu-
lar arc from C • to D a±id 02 to D, respectively. 
On. this circular arc	 . '•	
•	 '': 
w	 =	 e	 ...	 (19). 
when	 is the angle of the vector comDonent to a point 
of the circular arc with axis x. In plane z we have
N.A.C.A. 
for these p6ints 
z - C 
=f	 d.w	 f	 e' d.&	 (20) 
- 
For the points of the circle, we fi.hd. 
= ?- Jln(e_v1)+1xi(e+v1)+ln(e_ _..) +in(e+ .!.) 
- 2 1n(e-1)-2 ln(e+ 1)]	 (21) 
The imaginary porti.on (the stream function) either 
disappears or else is constant, because the circle is 
streamline.	 Besides,	 .	 .	 .	 -. 
yiV1. i[	 1	 1	 +	 1	 +	 1	 2	 2 10	
+ e-+v1 e
&_-2:_ e+--- - e-1 - e+1 
	
v i ..	 v	
•.	 (2) 
Consequently, we have, accrd.ing to (20), 
v .
	
. 1	 1	 l	 1	 2
z-C1-if
L	 V1	
-	 ] 
d&	 (23) 
Tne integrals jointly have the form I 
.:	 e	 ±k. 
whici, when resoived. intó realand imaginary part,.become: 
•	 •	
(k+cos3)di
	 •.	 •sin.&
	
-& •.... .	 . 
1+k+2k:cos, 
1_ [_2 .
 arctai(	 tan	 +i1n(i+k22k cos
	 (24) 
•	 ntroduct ion of thi.s result into (?3), whereby k 
asmii.ies for the individual integral;, in sequence, the val-. 
1	 .•.:1	 . 
ues -V1 ,	 ,. - -, + _, -.1, +1	 yields • .... 
	
• v. 1	 .	 . .	 •	 •	 • •. •	 .
1+cos& 1 ,l in
lcos& 2	 / 
v	 arc tan ------.- arc 
in 
1+v2V_CO:S i 
v1 -2v1 cos 
ta_L S11
	
(:25) 
'Vi. 
z-0 1 = L. 
2ii 
+
2'rr 'v1 
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,The real portion of this term,represents the x co-
: ordna:tesof the 
free êt linlit in the plane of flow, figured from .point 
The course of the free jet limits obtained in this 
manner, is illustrated in Fig'trs : .nd?:for severalval-
ues of v1 and. v 1 /v2 . The screen spacing a, in Fig-
uro:6,:*skeptaonstat:;whoreasth:bal:wid.t:h b was 
varied. ThPigure 7:h:e:barwid.th.wa constant ancl.the 
screen spacing a, was changed. 
3, TE SC1EN OONSISTING OP OBLIQUE FLAT PLATES liT
PERPENDIOUL	 PLOW,:A000RDIITG TO THE THEORY 
e again proceed with screen spacing a = 1 and ter-
rninal veloty. of:.fr:ee jets: V2 .	 : l	 and review tie phe-

iiome a n a strip of the widtn of screen spacing a. 
First we examine :the steam1ine containing the stagnation 
point on the .p1tes (w	 o). Now this line is no longer
straight. a :i:n. .::he preceding case, hence its reflection 
in plane w : irved also. Figure 8 gives the approx-
imate course of the flow and Figure 9, the singularities 
0±' the accompanying hodograph (plane w) reflected on axis 
x. C:orrespondthg points are ::ag	 .designated by: the: same
letters. ::In the previous case the initialvelocity V1 
was at fi±st undefined: and. its relation t given dimen-
sions of the plates was established later. Now, we have, 
in addition, another tempbräi1y uneterined.. quantity, 
nae1y, the direction of the terniial velocity v2 , wnich 
is chiefly dependent on the setting of th :plates. : To be 
sure, the diroction BA is given in the hodograph by 
point A (rce),: but t :hoidi.stan.co: from ::B isindefi_ 
nito and. as far aspoint D (source): is concerned, we 
know it does lie on the unit circle but not t that place. 
The first :unc:ertai:nty :•	 teporarily: left :a5it 1:S i.e 
we select point::: A :::rb:i:t•rar:il on the p a±'t of axis x 
within the unit .circle, The locaio of point : D (the 
sink) is defined by the ti pülation th.t poiht B, the 
stagnation point in plane w, must coincide with the zero
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point.* This is possible only by a well-defined, location 
of the sink, when that of the source is given.** .Sinc . e a 
source of yield E, whose distance w from zero point 
forms angle X with the plate. given in zero point .a veloc-
it component	 cos X parallel to the plate (the c6m-
ponents normal to plate, ae . a11n3',1ed by rflec . ioi), :ad. 
the sum of the effects of all sources is to be zero, we 
obtaIn ,s cond.itión : f	 angle	 farmed bvectà	 BD 
and- axis.... .	 .	 .. .	 . 
2 cos (a -
	
(v1 + _1.) cos a,
	
(26) 
where a
	
the angle of the plates and 	 the angle of
the free jets at infinity with axis x. 
The hod.og'raph for this generalized case comprises, as 
before, a semicircle with one source and one sink (not 
.syetrical, however). The	 nklies again on the perih-
ery, th' souice on a point of axis x. The yield of 
source and sink is E v1. After completion of the sem-
ioiic1e ...to the full pla19 byref1ct.on, as , in the prpvi-
óus exàthple, we again obtain a flow consisting of super-
posed four sources and.two..sinks.	 (Fig. .9.)	 Thesoure' 
yield is E =
	
, the location is in points v 1 , v1e2la,
1/v1 , ( l/v i )e2 . . The two . s,nks have the yield E. -2 v1 
and lie inl'poiñts e 1	 and. e ( P ) . WIth the o.tntiäl 
on the di.rneter C1 02 , the im.ginary portion disäpears 
again for reasons of symmetry. For a point on C 1 C2 at 
distance r- from zero point 	 .(w = r e l a) we have:...... 
V	 .	 . [	 1	 2r	 1 
cp =	 in { [r2 +v -2rv1 cos a] 1r2 +	
-	
cos aj 
	
x [r2+I2r cos (a_)] 2 } .. .	 ..	 .	 (2) 
and	 .	 .	 .	 . 
r	 . .	 r.-	 cos a 
____ _____________ - 
• rr[r2 . + V1 2 --2rv1. : co sa	 r2.+ _:'_ 2 -- cosa 
- 2	
r -cos(a -
	 (28) 
i.2 + l • - 2 r cos(a .	 )	 .	 . 
• *Se footnote, page 5. 
* *:	 'age 14.
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Accordingly, width b of tiis screen plate becomes, 
accord.ing to (6)V	 ...	 . .. . •. 
1	 ......... .	 .. 
b	 ftdr 
r
i'ow we introduce 	 from (28), evaluate the integral, 
aoD1 r ørbitrary spacing a, end terminal velocity v2, 
so tat 1	 \2 
	
r ..................•.	 l-2 ('cosct+( 
b1 v lcosct ('vl+ v2\ 1	 -	 2J ______ 
a	 irvI 2.
- cos(cc - )ln -	 - •	 .• ...	
..,i:+:os(a.	
.) 
arc 7
 v v 
+(-- - -- sincc/ tan ( 2	 sin	 fl( s-) sin-iisin (c . )	 (29) 
	
V2 V 1 )	 ' v -V12	 I \v1 / 
w1'erein 2 cos (ct-t3)
	
( —a... +	 cc,	 according to (26), 
................... :\: V2..... /.
 .. 
th tiis lIst relati, (29) now becomes 
? L 1cos(a-)ln (1i-cos ( ) cos(a-)-cosa 
a	 rr v2	 \l-cosct-) cos(ct-)+cos2a. 
	
V2	 i V1 	 /V .. + /	 -	 sinc. arc tan 2 . •
	
sin	 —sinc-sin (a-) 
1	 2	 . J	 V1 . 
•	 :.	 V.	 (29a) 
Eaua.tions (26), (29) and (29a)reveal. the reltion 
between the relative bar width b/a, the angle of de-
fleètion	 , and th..velo.city r.atio V1
 /V, • Figures 12 
and 15 exhibit the values for v /v2 and	 at a = 150,
• 30°, and 609 plotted against b/a. 
The fOrces. N. . .irpresspd on the individual plates 
must be vet.ca1 to t-ie plate sarface. Their components 
and N, according to the momentum theory, are: 
Footnote from page 13..	 .. 
**Ofle may insteddet . rmin the directon of terminal ve-
locity v2 from the condition that the force on the mdi-
vidual 1.te- .coording to the momentum theorem - must 
be noma1 to the surface of the Diate., . .. ...•
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a ( v	 2.P0	 ) ..+ a (30) 
whei'eby	 p1	 p2	 —(v2	 2.).;	 .	 . 
= P	 a	 :j .	 (3i) 
N_ 
It i	 adi1ypred that	 =	 na, thti Ny 
the force perpendicular to the plates, when putting 
a	 cos(ct	 -.	 +	 cos	 a....... 
\V1	 V2J 
according to	 (26).	 For. this. equation precisely expresses 
the condition : that the . forcemust be perpendicular to the 
plates.*	 :	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 : 
The : reult ,ant : force	 is .re.eaie .d	 as	 ... 
N1 	 sin 
N .	 P v1 	 v	 a 2 .	 .	
.f.	 (32) 
cos	 a	 .........co::.a. . 
The dimensionless coefficient of this force becomes 
::	 :	 :aSIfl	 .. 
P	 .	 b y2 	 coca. v2 2 . b . . . . 
and Is shown in Figure 18	 (cures	 = 0°): for various 
values of	 a [1ótted against	 b/a.	 .. :.	 . 
Allowing	 rsults:in the force fo	 the	 ixd.i-
a 
vidual flat plate at angle of setting	 a. The execution 
of this limiting transfer, wherein 	 —0 and	 !.____i, 
yields
V2 
2rrsina	 .	 . 
______
34 
4+uina
	 : 
a factor defined direct by Lord Rayleigh.
*Compare footnote, page 14. 
c 
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4, SCREEN CONSISTING OF OBLIQUE FLAT PLATES IN OBLIQUE

F.LO' .(CORDING. TO THEORY) 
Here we have, aside from' the coxstants of the re-
ceding problem, the angle a formed by the direction of 
the oncoming flow with 'the normal: to the'plane of the 
screen, For the rest the. designations remain the same. 
(Fig.	 10.) ,	 ''.'	 '..	 ,	 .r.: 
Plotting the hodograph again i-n 'h usual manner, we 
first 'notice that point A in the hodograph is no longer 
on axis x, but on a t'raight line" sloping toward it at 
angle y•	 (Fig. 11.) For the.' calculation itself this 
would imply but a very trifling change, which would ot 
justify a se rt .e : tretmont' of the' two cases wr. e•it no 
f or an:ot'he.r 'et'reiely 'ser'ous differtce, 	 In' the" plane' of
flow the 'process iii direction y is periodic. Poin'ts 
shifted in dixec't ion y (parallel to plane of screen) by 
spacing a, have the saie' v'elocity,hence•coincide in the 
hodograph, as points. P3 and P4 , for,instance. Assuming 
a. simple source a poin .t 'A of the,doraph, as hereto-
fore, reveals the' same potential for the coinciding points 
P3 and. P . But in the plane of the flow these points ob-
viously have a diferent potelitial; for' the lines of: con-
stant p otentIal are perpendicular to the streamlines, and. 
it is manifest that points P4 and P	 have the same po-

tetial; that, in fact, the Dotential in P 3 must be 
greater. Applying this stipulation 'at so great a distance 
in front of the screen that the flow cn be considered. 'as 
undisturbed the distance.	 P3	 a' sin Y and the po-
tential difference betw.een P and P3' ,, or what is the 
same, between P 3 and P4 , is 
= v 1 a sin I? 
Proceedi'ng in the plane of the flow from point P4 toward 
point P3 , the potential increases by the amount p. In 
the hodograph one single turn around. p oint A corrsponcis 
to the space from P4 	 to' P3 . If' herein the potential is 
to inciease by tcp, a vortex of'circulation 
F = Acp = v 1 a sin Y	 (35) 
must be at hand in'point A. S0 'aidefoE the source: 
with intensity
	
E = V1 a cos	 (36) 
a
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a vortex of the mentioned intensity must be introduced. in 
point A. The :P1
	
potena1.of a vortex of circula-
t.ioi F in p oi-it ' . i ' . is 'iii e point Z ':(ee equation 
(9))
.":.. 
i	 ..	 .	 . 
To those readers who have. , some pract.ice in conformal 
representaion,,... .t.h.e..appear.anc .. o.fthis .. v.ortex'may moreo 
over,be clear, .. . inc,e by the ...:aprefl.tation of a simple 
periodic flow pattern, the components of •the velocity at 
infinity, which is perpendicular, respctively, parallel'" 
to tile direction of the perioc, apear as so'3rce aid sink. 
Strictly, a vortex of intensity v1 a cos(Y -

should be intoduce4 in point .iD,. '(the sink) also. But 
y supplementing tne flow througn reflection ofl the circle 
(1st problem) thè reflected circle has the opposite sense 
of rotation, and. since both coincide, the vor'ices annul 
one another,-. ....' 	 '	 ..	 ' 
The stipulation, as i , (26), of a.stagnaion . point 
in tne zero pint of the nodograph (i.e., resultant force 
'affords'he±e the'relation: 
2 cos(a - f3)	 cos a +(-_'v1).si'ii	 tan ' 
•
	
	
'	 (38)
Thus, a calculation of the potential on line C1C2 
in the same rnainer as.bèfo.re ,', yields a proportion 
v cos	 ', '	 . ,
	 I ' ,	 . 'l	 '2r	 ":	 1 
PQ• =	 __ln[r2+v...2r.v1 cosct] , r2+	 cosaj 
[r2 +i-2r cos (a-] _2}
	 (39) 
attributable' ' to the sources and' "sinks nd whose sole dif -
ference from the value in the preceding problem is the 
factor	 cos Y.
	 , ,' ' 
But to this we' must add'tiie". ràportio 'n of" the vorti-
ces	 .'	 ' '	 ' 
[	 .	 r - ,.i cQsal 
= -	
- aid'tan	 (4o) 
IT	 :Vsina	 1 1	 '	
- sina, 
I
.i' .A 
°.°	 :. :	
i,ca1 Mexaorndum No-. .667 
Conformab1 to .(6) . , .t1e plate width. b. 
•	 1	 am 
b	 f	 •	 Q dr +' f.	 -	 d (41) . 
-1	 r	 r	 r 
The	 first	 of	 the	 t.wo. integrals up . to	 cos	 Y is	 id.en-
tical again with that evaluated in 	 (26).	 For the second, 
we have:
, 1 
ar	
-
[r2+v12_2rvicosa	 v i(*+r2_ 2rcosaI 
and
+1	 V1	 S1fl'( Sifla 
ar 
-1	 • r 
•	 X
[7	 1"\1	 1±2v_Cosa+v2 I v	 -	 --	 - in ---------	 --------
7w"	 2	 1	 2 V1	 cosa + 
,1	 2vsina	 Ti 
+ ( - + v1 ' cota arc tan —a----	 cota (42) 
I	 •	 1 y 1 2	 V1 
S	 he	 we dicard.	 he	 statdrdizátion and repic b	 and. 
1	 by	 b/a	 aild. • v1 /v2 ,	 respeitively,	 we	 a	 last	 obtain: 
b	 :	 1	 v,	 :	 -•- [	 •	 . •	 1	 +	 cos(a	 - 
-	 -	
- cc s 'Y 
a	 'ri-v-2 I c e s (a -	 ) 1 n-----7----[	 i-costa-	 ) 
•	
•	 /V\	 •	 IV	 \2 
•	 1	 -	 2	 ( -'-	 cosct	 I --
±	
.(-- + --"\1n 
?	 2	 •	 il	 1 + 2 \V2) 
-	 \	 1 V.	 V2\	 /	 V	 V., 
arc tafl(2---
—s1naI 
• I	 ".v2	 . \	 v2 2 -v12 
1 + 2
	
Co s a + 
+	
S1flV -
	 in •L 
iT V2	 2 \V2	 V1/	 ,V \ 1 -, \V2)	 •	 \\v2 
+
v2
+
v)
_2 V1 
coscc arc	 tan \V22	
--vj 
V2
sina- I a1-1 v1 cosc
(43)
I 
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• 	
V 	 •: 	 V:: •. V	 2 :-..+..._a.cosa..+____ sinct 
V 	
V 	
•;. 	
. 	 1	 2 
tan Y , according to (38), and. by applying this relation 
(43) now assithes the following form: 	 V 
- 	
-V (
	
V 	
V 	 ,V •\
	
V 	 iV1 \
	 . 
V	 V 	 12: ---i- c o' sa+ - 
= . L_Icos'y cos(ct—)1n	 9.iZl 
a	 Try2 [V.. VVVVV V 	 VV V VVV 1-cos(a-)	 ,-v	 : 
.......VV
V	
V 	 V 	
V 	 V 	
V 	
VV
\V2,	 \V21 J 
--
!&sin(_) 
.:	
V 	 V)- . . 	 : 	
V 	
V 	 v	 •	 V/-V 
- 	 (V2	 Vl i 
+ u cos ry -	 sin a. - sin (a-n) ?- - cos a sin 
• 	 V . . 	
V 	
V 	 V1	 ...	 V 	
• 	 • 	
V 
(43n) 
The d.istarce of sta'tion point B from p1 te eage C 
is manifested as 
OlTh	 •V V. VV. -	 .V: : VV:- :: . ... .. . . 
b 1 -f -----d.r	 V 	 V 
	
V.:V VV.	
V 	 V•	 . .
..:..-.....	 V 
	
=	 cos(a-)1n -	 2(1+cosa)	 -cos(a-?) 
............. .
	 :	 V 	
....(cosa.+7
	
VV VV V • V 	 - 
I	 V2j	 \1T2J 
+	 sin(cc-)	 san(a.-)-	 s1n(a.+)}arc ta 
V 	 • 	 - 	
V:	
V••	
V:	
V 	
V 	 V (44) 
ThUS we see ii..'igures 13 and- .14, v1/v2 , :and fl
Figures 16 and 17 the deflection angle	 . plotted agaiflst 
b/a VI'0 .	 = 30° and	 60°	 - 
	
V V 	 forces •	 ôn the ind.ividu1 plates again
are.p 0erndibul,r.to .th.e p1te surf ace,: -and ..t.h.e.i.1 .j 
tude	 ga-in- •reeale.d • 	 V mo-mentu theory as--:..- - . 
p	
co(/) 
V[y 0V 5jfl	 +:V . . Sjfl (f)]:-V:(45.) 
	
he	 o.:Ii.s force is	 :
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N	 a v
	
•'cosY Iv 
= _______ = 2 - -.
	 :	 f -.- sin y
 + sin(-Y)J (46) 
2 b	 b V2 
cos(cc_tY) [V2 
2 2 	
-"S 
These values are plotted in Figure 18 for Y = 309 
and 600 conjointly with those for
	
'	 0°. 
5. CHECK.OF THE THEORETICAL RESULTS Y EXPERIMENTS 
From the foregoing discussion, it is seen that a t'heo-
reti'cal treatment of the flow thxough screens by formation 
of free jets is not beset by insuperable obstacles nor.very 
much restricted in scope. But from the, practical point of 
view' it is 0±' the utmost imp ortance to know in what cases 
the theory supplies correct results and in which cases it 
does not. To ascertain this by experiments constituted an. 
essential part of our roblem. In making the experiments 
we encountered certain ±'undaméntal obstacles,' which must 
be clearly understood., because they quite often play a role 
in the practical application also. 
When discharging water through the screen in air the 
ensuing jets., as stated in the introduction, are very lit-
tle affecte.d. by the surrounding air.. The premises of the 
theory then are fairly well complied with and the experi-
mental values show ord.inarily a quite close accord with 
those of the theory. With discharge 0±' water under water 
by' cavitation the conditions are probably analogous. But 
in a discharge' of water under. water without cavitation or 
o,f air in air, a gradual mingling of the jets with the 
quiescent fluid. sets in at the limit of the formed free 
jets. This mingling is accompanied by mutual forces which 
can exert amárked. bearing on the motion of the jets as 
well a.s on the fluid around it, 
The theory stipulates a plane flow,	 screen sur-

faces of indefinite length. In additiOn, it presupposes 
an indefinite series of screen bars. These two assump-. 
tions are impossible to realize by experiment, which must. 
be made with air or water of finite sectional dimensions. 
After all'; by discharge of water in air this is rather 
unessential, because each jet moves practically undisturbed 
through the surrounding air and for that reason is largely 
unaffected 'by 'the adjacent j'ets separated from it' .hy air•. 
The discharge of air in air or water in water calls for 
fixed walls (continuation by reflection on the fixed. vialls)
.N .A..0	 .:::ethir,i:cai
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in6.b.ead.•::of the.on-tnuat1..on : of. th.f10	 In :other words, 
the f-lui.d st.re	 .m	 :ouctedir.	 i.ed channel. 
If bhe screen: defle:cts 'tlie
	 of the'guide 
channelmust be so es.syed thatit .: iiaron1zes with •th di-
..rectionof .the jets. : . Deviat.i	 s :fromi:t .he riii.t d-irection
are readily recognized from the unev.n Dressuresat the 
corresponding points of the two lateral channel walls. 
:Hereby the foIl ii 
con spicuou s. The..fe • jetSY:gradually mingle wi ti :th: 0
 sur-
rounding' dead water' :: .:a'r.esu1t of which the pressfl.'e'.': 
• This pi-e'ssure;ri	 :5 d.epend&nt upon the ratio of 
jet width • dead..: a:t'er wi: dth.;. 'Und.e.r.certain hypotheses 
a 'reduction in d.ea'a:'wait'e width 'i . s:acornpanied. by an ' in-
'.c±einen't in p'r'essu.i'o : ri's"e"whic.h, howe'ver•, is followed by 
nstabi1'ity of th& . jots:.' 'For'. if. 'in these cases the spac-
.ing . a. b.etween •tw'b jet's" i's . accident:al.i:y. narrower than 
that of the adjacent jets :, , : t'he nega.t'i.e pressure aft of 
the resecti.ve" sc:r:eeii surf''is'I'.ess than af't of th' 
adjacent o'ne, because: the ' ssure'. 'in 'the final attitude: 
I s':co. nstant''aiid. the p'rsur ris greatel'.	 The result. is 
that the two"jets', whicth tt par' s.e	 already closer to 
one 'nothe'r, incl.i 'ne':'t.owar :d: -One anothei, arid so: approach 
-o''another still more, 'hecau.e o.f::.the,.gr'e'ater..ii.e'gative 
.'pessure of dead. water.'bt.ween them. Due to .t.hi Insta-
bil.ity the jets have, 'unde.r.'the.' con'di'ti.1i's'' p ointed. out, 
a tendency of cliging' to". on8':. side o.f .... the.ch'annel wall. 
'The. instabIlity can be re'thice.d. .by jo:ihin.g the .dad. 
water .sp'a'c'es aft.: of .:the '.i.ndIvidal scren: bar.'.s through 
openings in tire channel wall..s to :oie c'omInbn c:onne'.ctlng 
channel, and thus equalizing the :oressure of the individ-
ual 'dead spaes'. . lio'vie'er,; .: the presure'.equilibrI:üin . j 
.:ntcomplet.e, particularly when the 'scxee'n 'sading.i's 
close compared to the length of. the bars, 'i.e., ldng'an&' 
narrow: dead air spaces:. This 'i's truei theT closer the ex-
'periment. approaches thC theoretical 'basis of the' plane 
flow, It' may appear f:itting to omit' the limiting wall.s 
(the guide channel) .ltogether • aft 'of the screen aiid . re-
linquish the simulation of plane flow,	 ut even then, 
irregular miiigLIngproce.sses ersist; especially 'the two 
b.o.und.ary jet'act'di'ff:erently from those in th ceñt:er. 
One effic:In't way. of sablizat.on consiCts in ounting 
auxiliary'walls behind each bar of the screen (fi'g.,:2?d) 
an exp edient which, however, • cãn..be applied conveniently 
only to flat screen and perp.end.I-caiar flow. 	 :
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•	 :B.ec-ause of thè'•time andcost-in-v .o1ved.,	 heexperi.
nientscould. not e-carried on indefinitely ., -and. s we se-
lected. váriou typical- cases. The change i-n :b/a was 
largely .accomplilsh'e&. by the repeated use of the :.same 
screen bars installed -in. difierent iumbers into the -chan--
nel of given breadth. .
	 .	 : •-	 ... 
The set-up for discharge of water in air is shown in 
Figure 19. The water-is conveyed from a pressure t.aik 
through the-screen without further guiding af of--the-
screen 1
 Short end.plates	 -were attached atthe end-s.

of the screen bar G . in orde.x to prevent, transverse -f1w, 
which otherwise occurs.under --th.- iiflue.nce .
 o. the pro-
nounced pressure ftiff-rences •t th je
	 oundaries. Ve
measured the pressure--.p1 : .in.f.r.ont -of ..'the:-screen an4 the 
vOlume of discharge. Thep.res.ur. behind the screen agrees 
with the :air pressure in the e]ceriment. chamber. The vol-. 
ume of flow was defined by computing the amount -of water 
flowing into a receptacle within a given time period. The 
results (dots) together with those of the theory (curves) 
ithy be seen-in Figure- 20. .The agreement between theory 
and exprimeiat is quite close, except in very extreme 
caes	 Flat screens in perpendicular-flow manifest no
	 .
peipt±bIe discrepaiicies from the theory until the ratio 
of-'p1ate- -Hth b to. screen spacing a is less -than 0.2. 
Probab1y-thè ventilation in the smal. space back of the-
bars i no longer sufficient. If such is the case, the 
deviation would not- only be dependent upon the ratio b/a 
buton the ratio of bar width - b to bar length also.
	 -
Since this was not -c-hanged in our tests with water, our 
opinions-are held in abeyance.	 :-
Tith the screen consisting of flat, o .'l-ique D.lates 
in perpendicular flow, the agreement for- a mean bar width 
b	 0,6a . (fig. 21) is passably close in deflection an-
gle	 as well a-s in velocity rat.io v1 /v2 . The latter
shows a slight deviation at - a = 60° setting, The devi-
ations become markedly greater as soon as bar width - b - 
exceeds the spacing	 a.	 .(Fig. '22, .	 1.2.)	 r	 :- - 
-	 For the experiment with air we generally usad.- a 
la'rger screen than for t-he tests witb water. 	 (Fig. 23.)
Hoeve.r, iii order to obtain a reliable- comparison with 
the water exp eriments, we -also made several, tests with - 
t	 sam screen employed for -our water tost (called 
'smll scren in the plots)..:--Tie .volu	 of flow here was 
arrived at by measuring the Dressure drop in the nozle -
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before the screen (p0 
- 
p1 , fig. 23). As pressure be-
hind. the screen, we measured p2 in the equalizing cham-
ber connecting with the dead air spaces. 
The results of our tests with air are shown in Fig-
ures 24-26. The flat screen in perpendicular flow re-
veals for large values of b/a, that is, narrow slits 
with large dead. air spaces between, a tolerably close ac-
cord.	 (See I, Introduction, page 1,) The deviations, 
however, begin sooner and exceed those of the water exper-
iments. Subsequently, we shall refer to this again, and 
for that reason, we show in . Figure 24 only the results 
with the small screen (also used for water tests) and for 
free extension only. The unsymmetrical arrangements re-
veal decidedly greater deviation from the theory. The in-
teraction of the jet plainly sets up an additional nega-
tive pressure on the dead water existing between free jet 
and. plate, which sucks the jot toward the p'ate and ef-
fects a greater deflection 	 in consequence. 
Now in order to explain the processes which cause 
this variance with the theory somewhat more clearly, we 
made some further tests with the flat screen in a perpen-
dicular flow. The various set-ups (a with channel guide, 
b free discharge, c with end plates, d with channel 
guide and intermediate bars) can be seen in Figure 27. 
Two sizes (15 mm and 30 ram width) of screen 'oars were used. 
The results of the pressure readings under the differ-
ent test conditions are given in Figures 28 and 29. But in 
interpreting these data it should be noted that in part 
they are quite uncertain for a repetition of the tests re-
vealed marked differences often for no clearly visible rea-
son. As one instance of this, we reproduced the two curves 
for set-up b as obtained at different times. The procesios 
really are very unstable in part, so that minor influences 
may have comparatively great effects. For that reason our 
intention is not to draw too far-reaching conclusions from 
the results of this test program. 1everthe1ess, we be-
lieve to find certain guiding points confirmed by our 
tests. The use of the guide channel with equalizing chara-
ber* and the free discharge with end plates evoked a 
*In these experiments equalizing chambers were used at both 
ends of the bars, interconnected by rubber hose (fig. 27a). 
In the previously described. tests we used only one such 
chamber at one end (fig. 23). 
I
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marked difference for the two plate widths; with the ,nar-
row, plates the discrepancy is decidedly higher. Apparent-
ly the ratio of plate length to plate width (200 : 15) 
is too high, to ensure a sufficiently abundant ventilation 
of the dead. air spaces back of the plates. The effect pf 
•the above-mentioned. intermediate bars behind. the separate 
plates is astonishing (fig. 27d.); the values are in close 
accord. with the theoretical curve for both narl*ow and wide 
plates. 
For a better insight into the causes of the differ-
ent results we measured. in some of the set-ups of Figure 
27 the velocity (energy) distribution (total pressure) 13 
cm aft of the plate (line A-A in figs. 27a and 27d.) , The 
results are given in Figure 30. It is clearly seen that 
the mingling process in. the individual jets is very dif -
ferent. It is also manifest, even if not quite as notice-
able, that the jets do not run parallel while the dis-
tances of the maxima and minima are uneven. The bar be-
hind each screen plate makes the movement of the jets 
much more uniform. It may in part be due to better ttguid_ 
ance" of the jets, thus making them independent of one an-
other. But in the main this greater uniformity undoubted-
ly is due to the fact that now each jet is bounded. by a 
fixed wall for at least a distance, and that as a result 
thereof the difference between the outside and inside 
jets is reduced. 
In order to be independent of the mutual interference 
of the jets, we further examined one single slot (corre-
sponding to fig. 2), first with contithiation of channel 
and then without channel and. with and without end plates. 
(Pig, 31.) The result is appended in Figure 32. 7ith and. 
without channel but with end. plates, the results showed. 
the deviations from the theory t.o be quite inferior, as 
expected., by the satisfactory ventilation o the dead. air 
zones; The greatest variation occurred. at the jet ends 
in absence of guidance. Manifestly, transverse movements 
appearing at these places exert a quite'pronounced effect. 
(Compare fig. 28.)
6. SUM}LiRY 
ased un Kirchhoff's theory of free jots the flow 
through different screen arrangements of flat plates, as 
chiefly encountered with turbines in the cavitation zone 
is defined. It is shown by experiments that these thee-
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retical results are very well representative in most cases 
of the conditions of discharge from water in air and. con-
sequently by cavitation. In addition, the experiments re-
veal a picture of the discrepancies between the actual 
flow and. the theory of discharge of air in air (of water 
in water without cavitation). These discrepancies are ox-
plained. qualitatively by the mingling processes between 
the jets and the dead. air zones. 
Translation by J. Vanier, 
National .&d.visory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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Fig.24 Ratio v1/v2 in front and behind, screen by discharge of air 
through a flat screen. (Fall line thuory),small screen no 
guide channel.
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